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For subscription purposes. this is the fourth and find
issue nr" 1994. [t is the sixth issue OP Volume 6. 10TA
annuai memoersmo cues. inclucnng ON and suomements for
l.S.:.. 'ianacia. am tjexico
$30.00
for 3!i otners
35.00
Annuat IOTA memoersmo aues may ¢)c ciaia bv check
crawn an an Amenczn C!anK. money orcler. ':asn, or by
:narg? !3 visa cr I.tas:erCard. if you use visa or MasterCara. ncuje ycir accmnt numoer, the exwration ciate. aria
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GN sUoscnotion (I year = j issues)
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Graze 'tm:t am croi:!e 9Tc(jict:jjns (oer graze)
!.S/j
paoers exciainmg me use cit the jjreaicuons
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Asteroidal cccutation sUDMcments will be available at
extra cost for South America via Cdando A. Naranjo
1Umversiciad dc Ids Ames: Dect. dc Fisica: Merida, 'lenezuela). hjr Eurooe via Roland Bonmsegna (Rue dc M
ariemoourg, 33: 96381 DOURBES; Belgium) or 10TA/ES
(see cc1c!'n). for southern Africa via M. D. 0verbeeic (Box
212: Ederivale i6i0: Reouolic of South Africa), for Australia
and New Zealand wa Granam Blow (P.Q. Box 2241: Wellington, New Zeaiana), and for jaoan via Toshio Hirose (1·13
Shimomamco l-chome: 0ta4u, Tokyo 146, Jaoan). Suoolemerits for ail other areas will be available from jim Stamm
{11781 N. jOI Drnte: Tucson, AZ S5737; U.S.A.) for $2.50.
Observers from Eurooe and the British isles should join
IOTA/ES, sending DM 4q.- to the account !0TA/ES:
Bartjld-Knaust Strasse 8: 0-30459 Hannover, Germany;
' Postgiro Hanriover 555 829 - 303; bank-code-numoer
' (BankleitzaM) 250 100 30.
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David W. DunMm

The main purjx'se or" this issue is to announce IOTA's
pc'iicv about dewiied tout occultation predictions for
199S"and give ocher prediction rmvs no( included in the
last issue, as well as to publish some articles that could
not be included in previous issues. Among the latter are
important articles about usim the Global Positioning
Svstem (GPS). We thank Andrew Seacord for tvjmng in
\vorciPenCct tOrmat the articles th:tt were submitted dniv
in hardcony form. Seveml reduction protiles ot' observeQ
grazing nccuitations have recently heen received 1)v
Robert Sandy. Some of" these :ire included near the end
ot" this issue. and more will appear in future issues.
EScexIILEIn=din= The 13th Eurc'pe:m Symnoslum on Occultation projects was described nn pages
108- 1 IQ ot" the last issue. Proceedings ot" this interesting
meeting are available: copies can be requested t"rom
Marek
Zawilski
and
Blazej
Feret,
e-mail
bizieret@mitr.p.lodz.pi. After receipt ot the Proceedings, a bank check for $15 should be sent to Zawiiski at
Ul. Julianowska 5/7 M 369: PL-91473 LOdz, Poland.
L:yi=isso= Early reµms of :he December 26th
graze. mentioned on pages 105 and 106 C.rf the last issue.
indicated no evidence of duplicity, but this may have
been caused by glare associated with the small cusp angle
or, more likely, orbital motion ot" the secondary star since
the 1988 graze when the duplicity was first noted. The
protile, dominated by perhaps the highest mountain of the
lunar protile. produced onjv one D-R pair for e:ich
observer in the expedition at iNajlingford. CT.
About 10 hours and 100 miles after the graze. when
we slowed down in heavy traffic on the NJ Turnpike. [
heard something on the root ot" our minivan. We stopped
on the road shoulder and retrieved my TimeKube, left
from the graze: fortunately, the antenna had wedged in
our roof luggage rack.
&xLjssum The main purpose of the next issue will
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be to document IOTA'S 1995 planemy and asteroidal
occultation predictions, publish Joseph Carroll's toal
occultation tallies for 1981-1985, and to include a few
other arUcles and observed grazing occultation profiles
that could not be included in this issue. If you have a
conuibution for the next issue, he editor should receive
it as soon as possible. The 1ssue will be produced quickly
alier dam for Uje 1995 asteroidal appulse predictions are
distributed, and it will likely be mailed in late January.

PREDICTIONS FOR 1995
David W. Dunham

Between producing the last issue of ON and this one.
I sent necessary data to the national and regional coordinators, and graze computors, to compute and distribute
the lunar total and grazing occujtation predictions for
IOTA members. New developments are given below:
' "
" If you are an
IOTA member arid on the 1994 active prediction mailing
list, your "Evans" total lunar occultation predictions tor
1995 should have been sent to you by now by your
regional coordinator, if you live in North America.
European members ot IOTA/ES on the active list should
similarly have received their "Evans" predictions Hom
their national or regional coordinator. These predictions
can now be provided by IOTA as a privilege ot" IOTA
membership (one set of predictions per member).
Everyone with a low O-code limit is encouraged to
receive their predictions on diskette or by e-mail. Most
observers with photoelectric-option predictions will be
receiving them Hom ILOC; in mid December, I sent
them diskettes containing those predictions tor 1995 for
that purpose. Observers outside ot' North America and
outside of Europe probably already have received 1995
pnedidons from ILOC, but the ILOC predictions do not
include many of the feamres of the Evans predictions;
such observers who are IOTA members can obtain these
predictions upon request to their regional coordinator.
Those who are not photoelectric observers and not
members of IOTA can purchase Evans predictions from
IOTA for the following prices:
o-code
Limit
7-9
5-6
4
3
2
0
On disk"

USA
$0.50
0.75
1.00
¶.60
2.10
3.00
2.00

Canodio
&14extco
$0.60
0.85
1.10
1.65
2.20
3.00
2.10

other
btlntem
Hemwpnere
$0.80
1.25
1.70
2.50
2.90
3.30
3.50

Europe

Others

$1.00
1.50
2.10
3.40
4.00
4.75
3.50

51.20
¶.85
2.60
4.20
5.00
6.00
3.50

" The disk can include 2 O-code limit 0 predictions and
OCCLIST, or 3 O-code limit 0 predictions: see text
below. If the files can be compressed (zipped). predictions for more stations can be included. Diskettes are
IBM PC-compatible, aldm¢i Mike Kazmierczak may be
able to provide Macintosh-compatible diskettes.
The cost includes first-class postage in the USA and
airmail postage for otber areas. The costs are for a single
set of predictions for one station. Predictioris for additional stations. or copies of predictions t"or the same
smtion, each cost an additional 80% of the listed prices.
for IOTA members as well as rm-members. Payment
should be made in US dollars aixi sent to either your
regional coordinator or to IOTA clo Craig and Terri
McManus; see the masthead and FROM THE PUBLISHER on p. 123. Coordinators in other counuies can
establish rates in the currency ot" their counry.
The coordinators were asked to provide predictions
for at least early January to non-lOTA members to give
them time to buy their predictions. If you are not an
IOTA member aixi are on die active occultation list. give
your address code and state that you want Evans total
occuitation predictions when vdu send vour renewal, or
upgrade tirom ON sutscriber o"nly to ioTa membership,
to the McManuses: they will then either ask Richard
Wilds to supply your predictions. or notity your coordinator to supply data t"or the rest ot" the year. When
possible, the Latier will usually be done when possible for
those outside ot North America.
Other possibilities for obUUng predictions include the
following:
d A few coordinators (if not, then I) can send your
predictions for free by e-mail, provided that you can
receive large, uuencoded ("attached") files: the predictions for one station with O-code limit 0 take about 400
kilobytes, or about a third of that for a compressed
(pkzipped) file. I do not have incoming ftp access:
possibly some of the other coordinators have that.
d You can request prediaions from the International
Lunar Occujmtion Centre; Geodesy and Geophysics
Division; Hydrographic Deparment; Tsukiji 5-3-1,
Cbuo-ku: Tokvo 104, Japan; Telephone 81-3-35413811:
Fax 81-3-354S2885; ILOC does not have e-mail. ILOC's
predictions do not have many of the features of the
Evans-program predictions.
" If you have a 386 or 486-compatible PC, you can
generate your own predictions with the OCCULT
program. See ON 6 (3), pp. 56-57 for more information
about OCCULT, and how to obtain it.
Lunar occultations of major planets are not included
in the Evans-program predictions for 1995. Predictions
fur these can now be generated by your regional coordi-
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nator using the OCCULT program. Maps showing the
regow ot visibilitv ot die tew lunar occultations ot" major
piams during !©5 were published in ON 6 (4), pp. 71
and 72 (September 1994); none oil these events will be
viSble iirom the USA. except for an unhvorable daytime
occuiation of Mercury in Alaska on June 26.
Tb£ fOllowing need to be added to the list of regional
and mtioml coordimors diat was published in ON 6 (3),
pp. 55 and 56; since ILOC has already supplied predicDots for these areas, Evans predictions for 1995 will be
supplied only upon request by them:
Australia and New Zealand (N, T, V, XI) - Peter
Nonhfield: P.O. Box 234: Suathtield. NSW 2135;
.Ausualia
Japan (O) - Toshio Hirose
Russia. Ukraine. and other former Soviet Union (G, R.
XH. XI. XJ, XK, X6, Z3) - Prof. Evgeniy M.
Trunkovsky; Sternberg Astronomical Institute;
Udversitetskiy Prospect 13: 119899 Moscow, Russia:
E-mail tem@sai.msk.su
N95 Evans predictions for observers outside of these
areas. and also outside ot" North America. Europe. and
southeast Asia. will be supplied upon request either by
Waker Morgan or Richard Wilds.
Manv IOTA members have reported accurate geog=phia ccordMaues to IOTA. but some ot them are not
m the Evans total occuitation prediction system. They
will be added early in 1995. Observabilitv cede and
axMiinae forms will be distributed to start tiiis process.
On December 20, I visited Marie Lukac at the U. S.
Naval Observatory to help her package the paper files
that = had accumulated during the approximately 20
years dUSNO control ot' the predictions. The packages
are being sent to the regional coordinators. They include
onginai corTesWndence, O-code and station coordinate
FOrms. annual verification forms, and some station
records From the Royal Greenwich Observatory from
when H. M. Nautical Almanac Office worked with
USNO to compare their station tiles.
Ga=£kmlmi= The 1995 proHes with "Profile
with Grazereg-Ver. 3.4, IOTA/ES, E. Riedel" at the
!xxu)m. now sometimes say: "Cassini-Region Warning.
Pnotibe is noc Reliable". In these cases, the proiile should
be ignored and the ACLPPP profile used instead. If an
.ACLPPP profile is not available, it is recommended.
based on previous graze observations, that the following
distances Hom the predicted limit should be covered:
· NcrUmn4imiw The observations indicate that the true
profile is rmr d}e lumr mean limb, not far below it. The
range should be +(F3 to -0:7 (arc seconds given on the
left side of the profile, with -i- indicating distance north

ot the limit).
· Souujem-limi6, waxingjphase dark limb (WA less than
IBO): 0" to +1".
· Sou&m-limits. waning-phase dark limb (WA greater
than IBO): +0:5 to +125.
Whenever you use an ACLPPP protile, you should apply
die corrections given by Wilds on pages Ill and 112 ot"
the last issue.
For nordiem-limit grazes not in the Cassini region.
one should consult both the ACLPPP aoci Grazereg
profiles (if available), since the differences give a better
iMication ot" the rue pssible error than the usually much
too small error of the star's declination given in the
prediction headings. To be sate, observers in small
expeditions should set up according US the southernmost
ot the two protiles, to reduce the chaihces of seeing no
occuiation. But if there are many obserVers, there should
be some coverage of the total range of possible multiple
events indicated by either profile, with at least %rds ot"
the stations located in the southern half of the range.
Starting with the predictions for 1995, the graze
computors will normally distribute predictions for the
whole year, rather than the previous practice ot' making
two mailings t"or predictions for the two halves of the
year.
Eberhard Riedel and I will work during the next few
months to incorporate the observed-graze (mainlv
Cassini-region) data and corrections now in aclppP
into the Grazereg profiles. Also, Reinhold Biichner will
try to reduce available graze observations to obtain
improved corrections.
mYuaLa[KLElaj=jc¥Akcuhati= The graze
. local circumstance astercomputors will also distribute
oidal/planetary appulse predictions for 1995 to IOTA
members someUne in January. We are a little behind on
that, but not nearly as much as we wCre for 1994, when
the appulse predictions were distributed in July.

ASTEROIDAL OCCULTATION NEWS
David W. Dunham
Eindrr Scnpe"; The hardest part about observing
asueroidal occultations is locaiing the target star with your
telescope. Most telescopes are sold with small finder
scopes that are fine for locating the Moon (all that's
needed for lunar occultations) and the major planets, but
are quite inadequate for homing in on faint stars in areas
with no bright stars within a main-scope field including
he target star. I recommend a finder with an aperture ot
at least 50 mm. Even better would be one with a 3-inch
aperture, but these normally cost over S300.
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Although IOTA does not normally endorse any
manutdcmrer's products, 'here are cases where we must
name suppliers of products that are uniquely suited to
IOTA's needs. .An example is the Timekube WWV
receiver that used to be sold by Radio Shack, but is no
longer available. Another is Stano Components, which
sells relatively inexpensive image intensifiers. Now I
want to mention that Black Forest Observatory in Colorado Springs sells 3-inch aperture finder scopes tor only
S49.95, a real bargain for speeding up the process ot"
locating that faint star. It includes an extension tube tor
suaight-dirough viewing, but does not include a 1 'A-inch
eyepiece or mounting brackets. which are not difticuit to
obtain elsewhere. Their telephone is 1-;19-495-3828. and
ads are on p. 83 ot" the January 1995 issue ot" Sky and
Tel%cope and on p. 13 ot" the February issue or" Astronomy. I called them recentlv, :ind they noted that the
objective lenses are not Of" high optical quaiirv. so they
are unsuitable t"or high or medium-power eyepieces.
However. they have had no complaints when used with
low-power evepieces for finder scopes.
as=ulEr[l Nothing adverse is mentioned in John
Moslev°s review of this sotiware described on pages 57
aixi 58"ot the January 1995 issue or" Sky and Tele:cope.
But Mosley was an IOTA member t"or only one year
nearly a decade ago and has relativeiv little experience
widi occuitations, as tar as I know; j tiiinic that there are
many others who could have written a better review. I
gave a more critical assessment. mentioning Asteroid
PRO'S shortcomings, in ON 5 (4), p. 75 (Sept. 1994).
But I believe that Asteroid PRO would be quite valuable
for serious asteroid observers. such as for its ability,
described bv Mosley, to find all asteroids in a certain part
ot' the sky "(such as on a photographic plate) at a given
time. Asteroid PRO is good at finding dozens and even
hundreds ot' potential asteroidal occujtations in a region
per year, but the chances ot really seeing these events.
especially the ones not also identified by IOTA. is very
small. I don't know about the sotiware's ability to
support updating predictions Hom "last-minute" astrometry, and don't think that it prcxiuces either local
circumstance appulse predictions or lists oil possible
observers arranged in "rack" (or distance Prom the
updated central line) order like IOTA supplies. It's best
to be affiliated with IOTA so that you can be notitied ot"
astrnmeuic updates that show an asteroidal occujtation
path has shifted into your region. and can participate in
an organized effort to cover the event in the best wav.
The cost of Asteroid PRO is over five times IOTA:S
annual memtership. I urdermnd that Asteroid PRO uses
an asteroidal orbital element database that apparently
rxxxis to he updated each year, and I don't know the cost
of those annual updates.

USE OF GPS RECEIVING DEVICES TO SUPPORT
SOLAR ECLIPSE EXPEDITIONS
Paul Maley, IOTA and
Chuck Gilbert and Art Fluter, Trimble Navigation
The following constitutes a first attempt to address
IOTA'S needs tor GPS equipment in the tield. If readers
ot this arUcle have any questions that they would like to
see answered either on the material here or new questions, please e-mail them to Paul Maley at the t'ollowing
Internet address:
pmaiey %jscdo6@jesnic.jsc.nasa.gov
{Note added by D. Dunham: After reading this ardcle. I
had several questions. mainly about how KJta positional
accuracies might be achieved with less expensive GPS
receivers. The authors' answers to these questions. :ind
some iniormation about a promising new receiver that
came on the market atier this article was wrimn. :ire
given in the next article. You should read that. since
many oi the rules given here are modified by the new
iniormarion.]
hl]tuxiucncuL The International Occuitation Timing
Asscx."iation (IOTA) conducts tieid expeditions to remote
locations which are otien poorly mapped. For solar
eclipse ventures, the worst case accuracv required to
identity a position in latitude. longitude and"aititude is 30
meters in order to properiv determine changes in the
polar diameter ot" the Sun. With the advent -or" Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology, IOTA expeditions
are now faced with a new way to establish levels ot"
accuracy that tar exceed this minimum requirement. In
order to provide a first look at GPS methods, the tollowing describes some basic uses.
The GPS
system is a highly accurate. fast. _and. 3-dimensional
navigation and positioning svstem available worldwide.
without any tees. The sateliite-based global positioning
system has been in development since the mid-l960s. In
1973, GPS arid NAVSTAR (NAVigation Satellite Timing
and Ranging merged into one program. Run by the
U.S. Deparunent of Det"ense (DOD), GPS is now a major
navigation aid for all military services. Civilian use
followed closely behind military users and today there are
more civilian users than military in every country ot the
world.
The 24 GPS satellites are in very high orbits ot"
20,183km (12,545 miles). Their orbit period is 12 hours,
so any one satellite is visible for approximately 6 hours
every day. Ground stations, all managed by the U.S.
DoD, monitor the satellites, and upload orbital prediction
data, clock corrections, and ionospheric mcdels. GPS

M
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works by a process called trilateration where distances
between the satellites and the receivers are determined.
Once a receiver obtains signals from at least 4 satellites,
timing ambiguities are resolved and the distance to the
mwtlite is calculated. The receiver then uanst'orms this
data into a standard 3D position coordinate.
GPS provides conUnuous 24 hour, worldwide coverage providing latitude, longitude. height, and time. For
civilian users, the accuracy oi any one receiver by itself
is about lOOm. When anv one receiver is used by itself
to compute positions. tiiis is known as autonomous
positioning. By using a technique called differential
GPS, an accuracy ot" less than lm can be achieved. By
using more sophisticated carrier-phase receivers and
differential techniques, an accuracy of 1-2cm can easily
be achieved.
The signals from the satellites are complex and
broadcast on two frequencies termed LI and L2. The
irui)rTnation on ±e L2 fi'equency is usually encrypted and
its use denied to civilian users. Some survev-grade
receivers can make use ot" these signals. The Li signal
operates at a firequency of 1575MHz with a wavelength
ot 19cm and is not encrypted. It is, however. subjected
to the degradation eiit"ects ot" Selective Availability or S/A
(cxpLaineci below). Two parts ot" the signal may be used
tor positioning: the Coarse Acquisition Ccxie (called C,'A
.'cxie or just code ) and the carrier signal itself (typically
called phase or carrier '). Older mapping receivers and
many navigation receivers only receive CIA code.
Newer mapping receivers and all survey grade receivers
receive CIA code arid carrier. For a variety ot technical
reasons, carrier receivers can obtain more accurate
»sitions than receivers using just cia code.
Two gcxxi general booklets about GPS are GPS - A
Guide to the Next Utility and Differential GPS Explained by Jeff Hum. They were published by Trimble
Navigation: 645 N. Mary Ave.: P.O. Box 3642: Sunnvvale, California 94088-3642; phone 1-408-481-8000. "
.
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tijr ail manutacturers
arxi is because the US government
imenUonally degrades the signal of the GPS constellation
so that it is only accurate to lOOm 95% of the time. To
improve on this, a technique called differential GPS
(DGPS) is used. DGPS requires the use ot" two GPS
mjeivers at the mne Ume. This provides IOTA GPS rule
#1:
Rule #1: To achieve a position in latitude and longitude
beuer than 30m accuracy you must use 2 GPS receivers
— a base station and a rover system — in combination
wU one another.
b

OrE receiver (the base mtion) must remain stationary
at a location of known coordinates. The other receiver
(the rover) can move around to coLlect data at various
observation sites. If an observer has only a single GPS
receiver. it mav still be possible to perform differential
correction. iiie only IOTA-usable single-receiver
solution is to obtain base station data Hom a GPS base
station operated by another user. At the base station,
daa must be collected at die mne time that work is being
done with the rover. It is a sad fact of GPS life that no
single civilian GPS"receiver alone can be used to obtain
a prNtion
accuracy is better than lOOm with short
observation times.
"ifE=jcK=Lbe=aLI=i£llu3ESj&ecuu= Not all
GPS receivers, even Hom the samemianutacturer, are
equal. It is important to uinderstand the differences
between d)e classes ot receivers to bemer understand their
capabilities and their required operations. In general,
there are three grades ot receivers: navigation, mapping, and surveying. The general distinction between
these is price. their inherent accuracv, and their ability to
receive various components ot" the Cps signal. Mapping
receivers cost around US$3000, while survev receivers
typically start at $20,000 and can approach"Sl00,000.
Mapping receivers are a naniral for the needs OP IOTA.
Navigation receivers are usually too inaccurate tor IOTA
work because many cannot be differentially corrected.
Survey grade receivers are usuallv too cumbersome,
expensive, and power hungry for iiie rigors of remote
eclipse watching. Finally, to make matters more conhising, the features of the lower cost mapping units are
beginning to approach thu of survey grade insuuments.
Survev-grade receivers are carrier phase which uses
the GPS" radio wave to achieve the higher level of
precision (centimeter accuracv). Mapping units can
achieve horizontal accuracy ranging from 0.2 - ISm aPter
differential correction. depending on the manufacturer.
The least expensive systems are accurate only to several
dozen meters. Under nominal conditions position data
with a 2-5m accuracy may be obtained at eclipse sites
after differential correction has been applied. Table Al
below summarizes the differences between the three
types of systems:
— TABLE #1 —

"ype

CQst

Accuracy
WITHOUT
Differential
CcL=cnon

Navigation Low
lOOm 95% of time
Mapping Medium lOOm 95% of time
Survey
High lOOm 95% of time

Accuracy
WITH
Differential
CJxrecUn

Not Available
0.2-15 m
1-2 cm

G
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CLA_Cixk. Verses
The
primarv difference between the survev-mde and
mapping-grade receives is the type of data the receivers
collect and process. Most mapping receivers including
Trimble's Pathfinder ProXL and GeoExplorer units can
process either cede or carrier.
In general, recording carrier data is more accurate
than code data. Code data only provides a position
accuracy Hom 0.5-5m, after differential correction. By
comparison, recording carrier data (otien with the same
receiver) can provide a 0.01-0.30m accuracy. But. this
increased carrier accuracy comes at a price of increased
occupation times. Occupation time is defined as the
length of time the receiver must record data before it
achieves 16 ultimate accuracy. Most ccxie receivers need
only I second tor 5m accuracv and perhaps as much as
1 hour to reach 2m accuracv. The latest. state-nt"-the-art
code receivers may require i second tor 0.5m and 1 hour
for 0.3m.
By comparison. carrier phase receivers need longer
occupation times with 10 minutes as a minimum. After
the first 10 minutes. tie carrier receiver's accuracy could
be as bad as 30m. The receiver needs this time to
determine the number ot" wave cycles between itseit" and
each satellite. The process is called resolving integer
ambiguity. Then, at the end OP 10 minutes. a typical
receiver might have a 20% chance of having an accuracy
ot" < 0.0lm and a 90% chance ot having an accuracy or"
< 0.30m. At the end of 1 hour, the accuracv might
improve to a 90% chance ot being < 0.0lm and"l0% ot'
being >0.0lm and < 0.30m. Table R2 below summarizes the shortest rover occupation times.
V

-- TABLE #2 -GPS
Qeceiver
i=
Old Code Receivers
ihlMd Code Receivers
New Carrier Receivers

Shortest
Occupauon Time

1 second, 5m
1 secona, 0.5m
10 minutes
(Mininjn)
20% ·0.01m
BOX ·0.30m

1 Hour
Occuoarion Time
La£u1ugjl
1 hour, 2m
1 hour, 0.2m
1 hour
90% ·0.0¶m
10X>lcm<30cm

Hcuiznnni Arcnnrj' \/erm' \/rrtini A crnnry' In
just about aU GPS applications. horizontal accuracy is 2-3
times better than the verUcal accuracv. This is mostly
due to the lack of a GPS signal from Uiow the horizon.
If horizontal accuracy is lOOm, the vertical accuracy
could be between 200 to 300 m. If horizontal accuracy
is lm, then vertkal accuracy should be 2 to 3m.
Designers are working on the veriical control problem. One solution being developed at Stanford University creates exuemely accurate vertical control t"or
aircrah landing applications. They increase the vertical

accuracy by using pseudolites. which are terrestrial GPS
transmitters broadcasting Hom a tixed position.
RjEmAjmeA==miaLjGES vrrm'" Pn'rprnre""mi
[jifji=nnaLGE!& Differential correction can be :iccomplished in two ways: In real time and by postprocessing.
Both types ot" system are equallv accurate. Real-time
systems are impractical for IOTA"expeditions because:
0 Real-time systems require a telemetry link between
base and rover receivers.
0 The cost ot' such a link is very high.
· The link requires more pwer in the field than typically
is available.
For IOTA applications. postprocessing is the standard
recommended GPS observation method.
. . .
The hardware manuiacrurers ot" both the rover and the
hase do not have to be the same. However. they should
be in order to simpiifY compatibility c't' posrprocessing
soHare and data t"ormaUig and to insure the probability
oi ditferenUal correction success. It is usually more
dihicuit to obtain accurate dih"erentia1 correction Hom 3
mix ot receivers Hom different manut'acmrers. 'When
receivers are not the same, the user is forced to use data
in a t"ormat that is compatible with both receiver manut'acrurers and with the postprocessing soFtware.
For
IOTA, GPS rule f2 becomes:
Rule #2: Both the base and rover should be rnanuiactured
by the same vendor.
'
\'er Sy'rrm" The
maximum distance "between base and rover is a hinction
ot satellite locations and error that can be tolerated. The
same satellites should be tracked by both base and rover.
The resuiction (for all GPS receivers by all manut'acturers) is that the satellites used by the rover must be a
subset of those tracked by the base.
Note that there are some receivers on the market
today that are quite primitive by tcxiay's design standards.
These receivers are limited by a restriction that exactlv
U1c same satellites must be observed at both the base and
rover at exactly the same time. Please avoid using these
types ot" receivers as successtiul differential correction
will be a rare occurrence.
Setting a parameter called the elevation mask (mask
angle) on both units can help assure that the same satellites will be rejected or Tacked as appropriate. The
elevation mask is set so that satellites low on the horizon
will be rejected. These satellites are subject to signal
problems due to die longer signal length in the ionosphere
and to obsuucUons. In general, the base's elevation
mask is set to a lower value (typically 10" above the
horizonl than the rover's value (typically IS'). That
way, the base will begin tracking satellites tirst as they
climb to elevations greater than 10° above the horizon.
m
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However, the rover will begin uacking aPter the base.
when satellites rise abve 15'. Note that it' the rover uses
a satellite that was not tracked at the base, differential
correction will likely taii. So next rule t'or using GPS for
IOTA observations is:
Rule #3: All satellites used by the rover must be a subset
ot those used by the base receiver.
'
' ' ' The distance between
the base and rover is called the baseline and the error
which is impk)sed by separating the two units is linear.
The error can be characterized as 10 part-per-million
(ppm ot" the baseline length. Thus. an 80hn baseline
adds an error ot" about 80cm, while extending the baseline distance to 500km results in an added error ot" as
much as 5m. To keep these unavoidable errors to a
minimum. the baseline distance must be less than 500km
or 300 miles. This error is in addition to other error
sources described below.
Rule #4: A position error ot" 1.0 cm is imposed tor every
kilometer between base and rover.
pn%ng_&l&ukLLimil&h~ncLmknL Under some
circumstances. baseline ienniis can Ly extended beyond
±k2 recommended 500km. jizis may be necessary in less
Jeveloped parts oi the world where there are t"ewer base
moow. However. in order to do so. you must be aware
d the hctors and radeods involved. Assuming you are
WUl8 a receiver with a differentially corrected accuracy
jii 2 to 5m. that leaves you with a 25 to 28m accuracy
range that can be used in a longer base line. For IOTA
use. remember that a =30m accuracy is all that is
needed. Again, recall that the accuracv ot" the baseline
jemdes widi about 10 ppm ot'its length A good rule ot'
±umb here is you will lose Im ot accuracy tor every
100km ot" leneih. Theoretically then. you might be able
k) extend the"baseline lennh to as much as 25(X)km and
suit get your necessary 30m accuracy.
It might work. but you have to member that the
satellites used by the rovers MUST be a subset ot" the
=U1ccs used by the base. To keep the rover watching
a subset ot" the base's satellites. the rule ot" thumb is to
increase the rover's elevation mask 1° in addition to its
usual 15' for every 100km over 500km. Thus. if you
baa to push your baseline length to 2500km, you should
raise your elevation mask bv an additional 25' or for a
xml ot" 40' (15" plus 25°). Ris might work, but now the
prohlem is that the rover's view oil the skv with a 40°
elevation mask. there mav not be enough" satellites to
obcain a gxxi fix. The sateiiite geometries would be bad
and the [xjsition accuracies would be pck)l
m ody way to dUnk about trying this technique is to
prepian the survey and use satellite prediction software,
Slk±j as Trimble's QuickPlan to view the satellite geometry at the date and time in question with a high elevation

mask. For IOTA purposes. the practical limit ot" baseline
leneihs is probablv about 150Ohn. with the rover's
~
. 30" at the extreme length.
elevation
mask set to
r"~iingj=~ajLjh2jlk~uxLRnvrr Site"' If the
base couec6 data when the rover is not and vice versa the
rover data will not be differentially correctable. This
brings up our next Me:
Rule #5: The rover and the base station must collect
position data at the same time.
The general solution — and one of the easiest to implement -- is to set up the base station over a known point
ukj mrt it recording data BEFORE any data is recorded
by the rover. Continue to record data at the base until all
rover observations have been completed. After the base
begins to record data. and assuming one rover unit will
record positions tor several observation sites, move the
rover to the first observaoon site. Find a marked spot.
open a file on the rover and start recording data. The
longer the recording session the better. but get at least
five minutes ot" data. Close the tile, and move on to the
next site for another recording session..
Be sure to check the recording capacity oil the both
receivers, but especially the base unit. Remember, a
typical base will record and store in the receiver's
memory about 50-100 Kilobytes (kb) of satellite data
every hour. For long observation sessions, manv GPS
receivers have the capability to record data direcQy to a
PC via a serial-link.
Srlrriivr '
The
purpose of the base site receiver and the later postpro=ing session is to eliminate position errors put into the
GPS system by the U.S. Deparunent ot' Det'ense as a
security measure. The errors are an intentional signal
degradation called Selective Availability (S/A). When
S/A is off — a rare occurrence these days — the civilian
GPS cede is accurate to lO-iSm. The exact operation Of"
S/A is classified. It is thought that the signal is degraded
when the clock error (called dithering) and/or the orbital
element data in the satellite 's ephemeris (calleci epsilon)
are intentionally shifted atfecting the receiver's calculated
position. The most common observation ot" S/A is Hom
a stationary receiver where a S/A generated velocity
component can easily be seen.
nt" S/A
The
base site receiver — which ,occupies dfrri
a known
location
during the entire observation session — computes the
errors associated with every satellite measurement it
receives. Once determined, these errors can be applied
to rover data and in this way the errors in that unit can be
removed. Other GPS error sources include atmospheric
and ionospheric errors, satellite clock, and orbital errors.
A base station must be able to track all the satellites
that will be used by ail ot' the rover units. In practical
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terms, this means the base station receiver must be able
to observe all satellites in view. typicallv between 8 and
10 satellites. If the base unit cannot track"al1 the satellites
used by the rover, the differenaai correction will probably tail due to roving units tracking satellites that were
not tracked by the base.
~mining_Base-Sianm-CQ~~a~A[L Base
station locations must be known very accurately. Anv
position error in die base's coordinate will be uansmirted
:n its enUrety to the coordinates ot" the rover units. The
:asiest wav to obtain base data is to run your own.
However, iE vdu don't have your own base unit. you may
be able to obtain base data tirom Bovcrnment agencies.
~
consulting companies and universities
provided you can
find one within the appropriate distance. Anotner possibility is to call GPS manufacturers. Some manutacturers
may know about sources ot" base data near your work
area. Fees are charged by some sources on an hourly or
dailv basis ranging Prom as little as USSlO per hour to
usSim per day.
The US Coast Guard is set to provide beacon transmitters Hom 283.5 to 325Khz with ranges Prom 16(k
500km some time in 1996 as pan ota program to provide
differentially corrected GPS accuracies in all harbor
approach areas Of" the USA. A nearly identical beacon
system is teing set up in Europe. These transmissions are
receivable at no charm but you need a radio beacon
~ GPS receiver (cost is S3000 or
receiver to accompany the
less). A jxuver source is also mandated that will power
Roth beacon receiver and GPS receiver. The primary
problem is that unless eclipse expeditions are within
320km ot" the coasUrr die use of the beacons is impractical tor IOTA.
0

0
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Ilnim Occupation times at an eclipse site can vary. In
most cases, the correct answer is that the more data that
is taken. the higher Ujc precision. For IOTA purposes our
expeditions usually do not remain at an eclipse (rover)
site for more than a few hours and most sites are never
revisited if located very tar from the observer's home
town. The location of both base and rover would generally not be known to the required level ot" precision.
Assuming that S/A remains approximatelv constant.
the averaging assumptions will probably hou true. Be
itware that S/A is not random and cannot be predicted
statistically. You cannot expect that averaging will
negate its effects. One can also see how using~ a cheap
hand-held navigation type receiver and simply copying
down each position as it appears on the screen instead ot
storing them in a file is time consuming and would
require hundreds of rx)sitions to average. This demonstrates in practical terms whv a navigation receiver
cannot be used by IOTA, in aUhion to its lack ot DGPS

capability.
Gjuj&jin~uuj=panQn£lu= The question on
how long data needs to be taken requires a two part
answer. The following tips are guidelines and not absolute rules. It the base site is known (that is. its coordinates are alreadv known to either centimeter or meter
accuracy) then tije base site should take data tor about
two minutes and the rover can take data simultaneously
tor the same length ot time. If the base and rover sites
are both unknown, the problem is different.
Since most IOTA expeditions involve : unknown
sites. the rover site position can only be known to the
same level oil accuracy as the base. Assuming an average
S/A atxm 10 hours oi base data is the minimum required
to achieve 30m accuracy assuming an aver3ge SiA between the best and worst case curves. The GES receiver
must continuously operate and record data ior 10 consecutive hours. The rover can take data ior a t"ew minutes
and aPter the post processing phase the same level Qi
accuracy as he base will tje obtained. This brings up rule
:6:
Rule #6: For both an unknown base and an unknown
rover site a minimum ot" !0 consecutive hours ot" data
must be taken at the base site.
When you don't do differential correction and you
only have one receiver to work with, the data coniidence
can range from 8 to 53 meters with 95 % contidence in
the first two hours of data collection. If you can rind out
the pedormance or' a known base sation during that same
pericxi. you can tiixi out if the GPS signal was gravitating
toward the worst case or best case S/A. Remember. the
objective is to stay within 30m or less. To know when
S/A was on the date you took eclipse data. find a base
site at a known location and get copies or" their base tiles
along with the rue coordinates ot" that site. S/A is the
same everywhere in the world at anv given time. For
example, on 10 May 1994 S/A was widin 50m tor 1 sec
ot" data collected and within 23m tor 1 hour's worth oi
data. Since a known base site was used to correct the
rover data and differential correction was applied, the
rue level ot" accuracy was t"ound to be within 4.5m.
Provided the observation site is a rover site, the length
of time to achieve sub-meter accuracy is on the order ot"
1 second with CIA code-based receivers. and !0-20
minutes with a carrier based receiver (survev uade
instrument). This means the much more accurate units
(0.01-0.02m accuracv) takes much longer site occupation
times to achieve tiiis level of accuracy. For IOTA
purposes. our next rule is:
Rule #7: Mapping grade GPS CIA axle receivers are the
minimum type ot" GPS units acceptable tor IOTA work.
(The cheap S500. navigation mcdels are not acceptable!!).
W
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Data taken by P. Maley at Lenexa. Kansas USA on
10 May 194 at the annular eclipse was obtained with a
Trhk:de Navigation GPS Pathtinder Basic Plus receiver.
Dm
collected for two i8-minute periods. The data
dm differentially corrected with a data smtion
AXkm away in Chicago, Illinois using Trimble's differtimal processing software. PFINDER Version 2.5.0.
Tbe daa were averaged and the two files agreed to
wtdiin 4.5m. From dre individual quality of the base and
ruver data, it is believed that the worst case error in the
iveraged position is about 7m. The typical accuracy of
:he receiver used is about 2m pius 5m accumulated
;xmma1 effort due to the 500hn baseline length.
Tbese results are an example of a representative
uaivsis of a parUcular set ot" data at a point in time.
Reaaers who use GPS will experience uniquely differing
muaoons and should eodeavor to understand the post
p«u:ssing requirements and interpretation ot" such data.
« advantage ot" carrier based units is that their initial
;masion should be tar superior to that ot the C,'A code
=javers.
JUUdng»Uh Weak GPS Sijjmk' Sites that have
"
horizons are ideal for GPS units. But when
"
into junde or forest canopies it is important to
mat the 1575MHz signal (a wavelength oil 19cm)
==Ea[ed by the satellites are very weak—about 100
:=es weaker than the background radiaaon at that
.
m signals are easily obsuucted or corrupted
?y =tk&d signals.
Leaves can attenuate the signals and solid metal
»ems block them entirely. GPS signals cannot go
=up solid wood more than a few cm thick, and a
;yµcai chsuuction that the signals tail to pass throueh is
i cmm link fence since those openings are very small.
a
branch may pose more ot" an obsuuction than
a :ar=r"distant tree trunk. The greater the density ot" a
UUK' ampy, the worse the reception of GPS signals.
A&KU£r GPS problem is caused by the reception of
.mdeaed signals off large metal objects. Although the
:9em GPS signals can penetrate metal objects that have
-WmnEs at least 19cm in diameter. most large metal
xµcs pLay havoc with the signals because ot" a phenommjn called multipathing. Multipathing typically occurs
wtm the receiver is operated near objects that can retlect
m GPS signals. The best rule ot" thumb for GPS work
is to stay as hr away as µ)ssible from retlecting metal
objects such as rootS and metal sided buildings.
Two other common reception problems are tripods
and the observer's head. Setting up the observation
telescope and its tripod right over the GPS unit will
probably obscure satellite signals. A similar effect
occurs when the observer bends over a ground mounted
receiver id see what's going on. The best way to use the

receiver is to mount it convenientlv at eye level on its
own tripod. If necessary, mark the"GPS [xjsition with a
stake aixi then measure offsets and bearings to each
insuument with a tape measure.
Fnrm \/m'mti""
Cajaalnc If yxi are having o' sIWect reception problems,
the degradation of satellite signals can be monitored by a
signal strength display on most GPS units. On most
receivers. a high value is gcxxi: a low value is bad. One
way to increase sigrid level may be to elevate an external
amenm (each unit typically has an internal antenna) high
in the air on a pole (called a range pole).
Since most receivers are battery operated. it is also
important to know how long a unit can operate Hom a
bauery scl It is advisable to carry at least one backup set
ofbatteries. A typical operating time is, about 8 hours on
one set tor a unit consuming Hom 2-3 watts. If you need
to take 10 hours ot'data and die battery hiis aPter 6 hours
the tile is automatically saved. You need to begin with a
4 banery and new tile initiated which will record for
another 4 hours to achieve the minimum level ot' 10
hours.
C]tl&ki[]gj~YaLG2Sn= How do you know that
the rover data are valid before you depart the eclipse
sire'? We define an eclipse site as a rover site here.
Abmt the ody way to be sure is to perform real-time
differential correction, or to postprocess on site with a
lapop computer. When properly collected. GPS data are
rarely of poor quality. So. if real-time GPS is not used
ajrxi a 1aµop computer not available, one has to leave the
site wiM receiver tiles stored in memory with data taken
over the most feasible time and hope for the best.
If being chased by headhunters or hungry crocodiles,
one SCCOM should be enough data Nr an accurate
position at the eclipse (rover) site. While most GPS
receivers are rugged and probably crocodik-resistant and
should pass through with little damagep'ho warranty is
made about the GPS operator.
·""""
'
"
" After an
eclipse receiver data can be downloaded from both the
base and rover units. Correction data are stored at the
base and special sottware is applied to the tiles afier they
are downloaded to a PC or workstation. SoFtware varies
from one veodor to another. Some packages can apply
accurate correction only if the rover is stationary. Most
GPS receivers for IOTA applications are CIA code
(mapping grade) receivers. They tend to perform better
dian carrier phase (survey type) receivers under trees and
also are more portable. Some manutacnirers do not have
software to perform post processing. So our next rule:
Rule #8: Prior to selecting GPS base and rover units, be
sure postprocessing software is available and that you
have access to it!
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' One standard in
the GPS iixhisuy is the Receiver INdependent EXchange
(RINEX). RINEX stores 3 types of data files: observations (GPS time, carrier phase, and satellite pseudo
ranges), mvigation (orbit details from each satellite), arxi
meteorological (site specific meteorological details).
RINEX is used only for postprocessing data. But.
unfortunately, RINEX is not without problems.
RINEX theoretically lets data received by various
GPS manufacturers be stored in a common format.
However, in some
die RINEX format used by one
company is not completely compatible with that ot
another. If you plan on using RINEX data from one
manufdcmrer, make sure it is compatible with the
RINEX or postprocessing software ot" the roving receiver.
Although RINEX is a format used for data interchange, the manutacturer-specific formats are better
suited to differential correction post processing. RINEX
is an ASCII-based file and is not as space-dhcient as
many mamUcnirer's binary formats. For example, if a
base station records all satellites in view at a rate of oneper-second, the RINEX base file tor a single lO-hour
wcTk day requires 16 megabytes of disk space. Data for
d}e mne pericxi in a manukcmrer-specific format could
require less than 1.4 megabytes~asiiy fitUng onto a
tloppy diskette.
.
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e IOTA and USNO produce detailed predictions at
various longitudes which define the limb corrected
northern and southern limit lines for eclipse paths. The
GPS receiver, used in a navigation mode, can maximize
the utility of such data as never before.
Coordinates of U1c eclipse limit 1ine(s)can be manually
entered inuj U6c receiver for selected geographic locations
so that a user can navigate relative to the limit without
needing anything but a very coarse map (or no map at
all). The typical procedure to navigate to the limit line is
to first store waypdnts a degree of longitude apart. The
number of waypoints that can be entered varies with
manuiiacturer and model; Trimble's mapping receivers
can have up to 999 waypoints. Each waypk)int is identified by number, an optional name, a latitude and a
longitude.
A pair of waypoints are selected; one is designated
FROM and the other TO. The receiver then automatically calculates an imaginary line called the desired path
between the two pK)ints. When the receiver begins to
calculate real-time positions, it does so relative to the
desired padi between the two waypoints. Again. in realtime, the receiver calculates the offSet distance between
the current position and the desired path and displays it as
aerror distance, usually in units of kilometers

or miles. By uSng 'his techniqum one can navigate to any
required olbet between the interior and exterior boundaries of the limit to an accuracy of about lOOm, the best
U]at can be done with S/A.
Remember that this is navigational accuracy for the
purpose of sethng up individual observing sites. As long
as there is a base station elsewhere continually recording
dam, once arriving at the sic, the bare minimum time for
satisi&tory positional readings is a few seconds with at
least 4 saellites being received It is recommended that
at least 5 to 10 minutes of data be received if time
permits. If in doubt, get more data. One wonderiiil
feature about GPS is that you can return to a site days,
months or years aher the eclipse and resurvey the
positions. This applies even to very old eclipses such as
that in the 18th century analyzed earlier by IOTA.
EinaLGESAtds" A Yntfqxxu=n&a_e=cit Good
surveving and mapping practices require a recording
noteb&)k for each observation session. You should too.
Use the notebck)k to record lots of different information.
Here is just some of the information that should be
recorded:
· A listing of all the waypoints used.
· Driving directions or locations ot all the observation
sites.
0 A rough map of the observation and base station
locations.
· The name ot' the base station file, if known.
0 The name and a description of each rover site.
0 The rover file name tor each observation site.
0 The GPS receiver's rnanufacrurer, model number.
serial number, and firmware number and revision, if
known.
0 Contact information for third-parry base station data
including name, phone, base station manutacturer,
software used and revision.
0 If you are using a laptop computer to postprocess on
site. listings of the AUTOEXEC.BAT and the
CONFIG.SYS files.
0 The postprocessing software used, its number and
revision.
d The names of everyone on the eclipse team.
The notebook and its information becomes invaluable
when you are trying to remember which file was supposed to go with which site, at what time. In case ot
postprocessing problems, it can help with data recovery.
Sjunmu¥ GPS is offering IOTA and its members
some significant benefits: help in navigating to observation sites, and increased precision in determining the
coordinates of observation sites. Like any precision tool,
its limits must be understood before deriving its maximum benefits. Once used. the benefits of GPS positioning will continue to payoff into the future.
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MORE ON GPS
David W. Dunham, Chuck Gilbert, and Paul Maley
After reading the above ariicle, Dunham had several
questions atxmt how IOTA accuracies might really be
achieved using GPS. The questions, answered by Gilbert
at Trimble Navigation, were relayed by Paul Maley on
Ocmber 4th. Each question is given below, followed by the
answer.
Q=iQILL The ancle notes that 10 hours of data are
needed by the base station receiver to establish the base
station's position to IOTA's accuracy ......
Answer: I don't think that the word"needed" is correct in
the context ot" the sentence above. The nature oil Selective
Availability is such that the position wanders conUimously
wiUi the positions within tOO meters ot' ruth at least 95 % ot'
the time. A certain percenage ot your positions are already
within 30 meters (the IOTA requirement). When ihis is rue
(e.g. when you are lucky), a one second occupation will
suiifice.
Unfortunately it is not possible to know when you are so
lucky. Theretore, it is really an issue of, "How long do 1have
to stay in order to be 'reasonably certain' that the average is
within 30m'?" and "How severe is the penaltv if I am not
within 30 meters?"
Beause i do not know how others define 'reasonably
cerain' (50%?, 68%?, 95%?, 99.999%?) I am reduced
to making ridiculously cowervative estimates such as "10
hours". (Especially tor a venue that will cenainlv see
wide publication.) After a 10 hour occupation. "I am willing
to say that I am 100% certain that your average
will ALWAYS be well within 30 meters. Personally, I expect
that you would usually be within 30 meters after only 30
minutes. Is "usually'° good enough for your application'? Only
you can answer that question. How severe will the penalties be
if you occasionally miss? [Further on this added by D.
Dunham, after discussion with Tom Van Flandem: More than
30 minutes is desirable, since the S/A is different with
different mellites. So a variety of combimtions of satellites
should be sampled to be reasonably certain that the S/A effects
will average out. Since the satellites' period is 12 hours, that
much time wrMd surely sample all possible combinations. But
a reasonable fraction of this, for example, 4 txjurs, should give
sufTicient variety. If possible, it would be useful to record data
for two or three hours, and then record data again abcmt six
hours (or 12h + 6h = 18h) later, when different satellites are
above the horizon. With the GPS receivers that we now have,
we plan some field tests and will report the results in a future
issue: for now, we think that 4 hours is a reasonable time for
collecting data. The data do not have to be collected

frequently; recording at l-second intervals would soon
create very large files. Recording at lS-second intervals
should be suthcient.]
QuesliaoLZ Itseems id me Uiat any GPS receiver that
can receive and record the signals Hom at least 4 satellites for this amount of time could achieve the necessary
accuracy, without even the need for base-rover DGPS.
Answer: The above is true.
Qumictn& The disadvantage is that each site needs
to be occupied for 10 hours [4 hours is probably sufficient. see question 1 above], but that may be worth it if
a cheaper receiver can be used.
Adswee Again, you can probably get by with much less
than 10 hours. It is all a function ot" your personal
comtOrt level. If diis lower cost route is the most appealing to you then I would suggest either a Scout. a Flightmate. or an Ensign GPS receiver. All three ot" these can
be found from $800-Sl(XX) dollars in stores like REL
marine shops. and catalogs.
It is important to note that there is little benefit to
"guessing" at die ret'erence position of a base, then using
that base for a differential correction. Remember that
the "diffCrentially corrected" data have only relative
accuracv. Relative to the base location that was provided
for the itifferentiai correction.
Questian& If one of the mapping receivers. such as
the Trimble GeoExplorer, is used as a base, would it be
possible to get accurae-enough DGPS data using them in
conjunction with the Magellan 5000 DX? That is, can
the data collected by both units be post-processed to get
DGPS results?
Answe:c No. The 5000DX is not capable of storing data
for post processing
QlesUqil± Does the Trimble Ensign XL also have
these features. and would its cost and/or better compatibility with GeoExpiorer receivers give it some advantage?
Answm No. The Ensign is similar to the 5000DX in
capability but superior in terms ot performance. (By
pertOrmance I refer to m. ability to work under trees,
lower price, "time to first fix", and other similar properties.)
QuEstiQ[L& Do die S/A errors translate into the same
geographical position errors when the same 4 GPS
satellites are used with different receivers? It seems to
me that they would, at least to IOTA accuracies. Then.
it seems to me that the position of a rover site might even
be recorded, or just written down, at a specific time with
the 4 GPS sauellites used for determining the position also
noted.
Answer: Absolutely correct.
QmsUn 7' Then, the data for those 4 satellites
received by the base station at that time could be used to
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deerminE the base station's position with the same error
as the rover site. The difference or' the observed base
station position minus its accurately-known (from 10
hcxirs of daa, or Hom prior geodeoc survey knowledge)
could be applied ld (he observed rover position. Couldn t
then even cheap navigation receivers be used at the rover
sites?
Answm Yes. Absolutely. As long as you don't mind the
inconvenience of doing GPS with paper and pencil. Also
you must be very caretiil that base and roverts) are using
PRECISELY the same satellites at precisely the same
time. Be sure to think ahead about how you plan to
emire diat the receivers are all choosing the same set ot
satellites simultaneously. This is not a new idea. In
general. it works well as long as you have:
I) continuous commumcation between all OP the parties
involved so tat Uiey can speak in 'real-time' (They must
'e able id communicate things Ue. "Right now I'm using
meLlites 1. 13, 23, 17. aixi 9. Which ones are you using
now'?")
2) receivers that ALL allow users to manually disable
individual satellites so that they can torce a specific
receiver tD rack a specific set ot satellites that somebody
else is using...
3) you are able to tolerate the additional errors Hom
occasionally using the "less than optimum set ot' sateilies" because "the best set ot satellites was not 'common'
between receivers.
4) tolerance for the inevitable fdilures that will occur
when one receiver simply cannot see a cemin satellite
:hat is absolutely required by the other receiver. This is
a very common occunence it any ot the observauon sites
have any sky obsu"uctions: such as mountains. trees,
buildings, canvon walls or cliffs, etc.
Questictn&" Would the accuracies be improved if this
were done 5 or 10 times rather than once, over a period
of an hour or more?
Answiem Probably no appreciable improvement. The
mcuracy from one observation would probably be better
"jan 10 meters. Subsequent observations would have a
Amjiar accuracy.
Qu£stiQKL& Of course. the base site would need a

t

mapping-type receiver recording all of the observable
GPS satellites.
Answem In order to dependably record all observable
satellites requires a minimum ot 12 channels. (On brief,
rare occasions. even 12 isn't quite enough.) A base that
can track up id 8 satellite will work if you plan your work
ahead of time.
In the arUcle, you mention multipath
errors and the need to avoid large metal-sided buildings.
A car parked too close to the receiver would also cause
such errors, I would think. How far from the receiver

~

should the car be parked to avoid this problem?
Answet: A car that is lO-lS meters away will probably
not pose auy signiiicant problems. Given the much more
simiiicant problem ot the unkmwn rer"erence coordinates
I -wouldn't worry about this too much. Without a large
glass building, I doubt that multipath will hurt you much.
There should be no problem if die receiver is mounted on
top ot" the car, since the car's roughly convex shape will
retlect the signals away, and even if there were some
muitipadi. die distances involved would be well under the
IOTA requirement.
Qumion_LL GPS receivers can obtain UTC much
more accurately hart anv toreseeable IOTA requirement.
which I would my wrjujQ be one miUisecond. It would be
valuable if a GPS receiver interface could be set up to
provide audible WWV-like time signals and/or a
video-recordable time display. Do you or the people at
Trimble K1jk)w oi any such planned or existine internee?
Answm Already done. If you call 1A)8-48"1-7704 you
will reach an automated faxi)ack system. Ask tor catalog
diree. One ot" the documents available in the catalog is a
detailed description or' the video interface... As to the
time code, the mapping receivers are all capable i)t"
generating arxi oupurting a very sable I pulse per second
(PPS) signal. Typically the lower cost receivers will not
provide this... Be aware. by the way, ot the 9 second
offset (or is it !0 sec. now?) between GPS time and
UTC. This is due to occasional leap seconds to UTC.
Some receivers oueput UTC, but some give GPS time.
Questionnt Finally, I wonder if some arrangement
to rent the expensive units. rather than buv them. might
be worked out for eclipse trips. especiaiiy it my ideas
above are impractical or won't work.
Answm Many of the distributors who sell equipment
ot"fer rental programs. Some even otfer " rent-to-own"
deals!
Well, David (and Paul tOO), I hope this info helps. I
think that you are on the right track. Your ideas are
sound and I think that the lower cost equipment, such as
a Scout or an Ensign, could be used creatively to obtain
the 30 meter accuracy you require. The trade off would
be for convenience and flexibility (considering time
codes. etc.). Cheers, Chuck
[Relayed by PaW Maley, 1994 Oct. 4]
The following is from Mark Trueblood:
1. Conceming question 6 above: The numbers generaed
by a GPS receiver usually are not the result ot" a simple
geometric calculation. Instead, they are an estimate
generated by a complex algorithm that is not the same on
all receivers Hom different manufacturers. It is highly
likely they will agree for the same 4 satellites within
IOTA accuracy needs, but not guaranteed. Different
receivers rack different numbers ot satellites — e.g., my
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TRAXAR tracks 6 at a time.
2. The paper suggested that cheap. hand-held GPS
receivers could not be used to record data. My TRAXAR has an RS-232 port that could be connected to a
notebook computer and used to record positions and
times. as well as the satellites used in the position estimate.
3. I use mv GPS receiver inside a large metal van with
an external antenna on top Of" the van. While mujtipath
signals can introduce errors. this effect may be a bit
overrated in the paper.
4. AJdiough it is possible to get "GPS" time tirom a GPS
receiver, often this is :in extra-cost option. All the
receivers I own or have used put out UTC. The GPS
sNnai contains the oUtSet between UTC and GPS time,
an"d almost ail receivers use this to generate UTC.
:yaL£C=sMjGE!LRM""iYer" Tom Van Flandem.
Meti Research. purchased two GPS receivers. one that
he used at his Eclipse Edge expedition site near the
southern limit south at Cudpa. Chile. on Nov. 3. and the
other which Dunham used at his northern-limit site in
Bolivia. It is a new model. PV6-EVAL. by Motorola.
which seems to have the main t'ealures (recording tor
µ'st-processing the signals ot" six observable satellites) ot"
mapping receivers like the Trimble GeoExpiorer, but
with a price ot" about S1200 each. The unit is small. like
manv ot the navigation receivers. but works with a laptop
PC "through a serial port. using the PC kevboard and
display tor control and its memorv (and,/or ciisk drive) t"or
data recording (its reliance on tile PC permits the lower
cost). Tom saw one ot tie urli6 demonsuated at the U.S.
Naval Observatory in early October. Presumably, the
recorded data will not be in a t"ormat compatible with the
GeoExpiorer data and post-processing sotirware. But we
hope that tie Fost-processing software tor both units will
enable positions to be calculated at the same specified
times and with the same specified set ot" satellites. in
which case, it should be possible to calculate differential
positions to lOrn or better, at least well within IOTA's
requirement ot" less than 30m. Of course, this assumes
that data are recorded simultaneousiv by both units.
Mark Tmeblood commented on tk PV6-EVAL: It's
inwresting that Motorola used the serial port instead ot a
PCMCIA intertdce. That means diey used the guts ot" the
Traxar (which has a serial output) for this new box. and
developed their software based on the National Marine
Electronics Association (NMEA) standard (of which I
have a copy, if you need it).
Data were successtiilly collected at both sites with the
PV6-EVAL units at simultaneous agreed-upon times for
three hours around the eclipse. One problem with the
units is that thev do not display the satellite ranges, as
±ey are adverusaj to do. It is not obvious how, or if, the
P

dimnce From a desired lirx: otj'osition can be determined
without external calculations. We have not yet done the
postprocessing. We will describe the results ot" that in a
tijture arUcle.

OBSERVATION REPORT: APPULSE OF
PERIODIC COMET SCHWASSMANWACHMANN-1 TO GSC 1918 0124

by Roger Venable

h=ma= Pericxiic comet Schwassman-Wachmann 1, a large comet in a relatively circular orbit
between the orbits ot"jupim and Saturn, is too taint to be
seen visuallv with most telescopes. ASOeen tirom Earth.
the comet passed close to two stars in earlv 1994: GSC
1918 0124 on January 20 and GSC iCN CC03 on February 10. The audiior observed the toru!g appulse visuallv
bv recording the chanczes in the visua¥'mamirude or" the
star during Ujc appulse. Weather did iSt--perm][ observation oil the second appulse.
"
M£jhc= The prediction used for the appulse was
published in the 1994 Asteroidal Occultation Supplement for North American Observers. The prediction
data made possible the identification ot the appulse star.
Comparison stars were found within the same telescq'ic
tieid of view as the appulse star using the Guide Star
Cadog [Guide. Version 2, (CD ROM), Project Pluto.
Bowdoinham, Maine. 19931. The telescope was a 40 cm
German mount Newtonian with a focal length ot" 1800
cm, used at 144 magniticaUons, with a dri;·e. Visual
magnitude estimates and WWV time signals were recorded with a tape recorder. A magnitude estimate was
made approximately every sixty secoiidS during the time
ot" observation. Rom a site at lo%'tude 82" 03'W,
latitude 33' 29'N.
w;
R12sllLe£ The comparison stars werM (photographic)
magnitudes 11.1 (GSC 1918 0'405), 11.2 (GSC 1918
0211), and 11.3 (GSC 1918 0160).CThe appulse star
(GSC 1918 0124) is of (photographic) magnitude 10.9.
Careiiil comparison of the apparent brightness ot the four
stars revealed that their relative visual brightnesses
corresponded very well. and in the same ordinal sequence. to their published photographic brightnesses.
The appulse star was only 14 degrees from the zenith at
the time or' the appuise. The naked-eye limiting magnitude was about 4.5, and the limiting magnitude in the
telescopic field ot" view was about 14.3. These limiting
magnitudes were due to light pollution From the urban
surrouMings. No clouds or haze were seen or suspected.
The seeing was estimated at 1.5 arc seconds. Comet
Schwassman-Wachmann 1 was predicted to be at a visual
W
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magnitude ot !9.7 and was not directly visible.
The star appeared to dim slightly, with a maximum
decline of 0.2 magnitude. and this dimming occurred in
two or three phases. Figure I is a graph ot the magnitude estimates versus time. Figure 2 is a graph ot" the
running median of three esMiates, each estimate taken
widi die immediately preceding and following estimates.
The mean of the 27 observations prior to 0544 UTC is
10.9, with a standard error of measurement ot 0.03
magnitudes. Thus. the two Kdings ot 0.2 magnitudes
represent deviations firom the mean baseline ot" about six
times the standard error. A Wilcoxon test tor pair
differences. comparing the 12 observations of the event
Hom 0544 through 0555 UTC versus 12 observations that
immediately preceded the event, yields a significance
level ot" p = 0.01, one-tailed.
The time of closest approach ot" the comet to GSC
1918 0124 cannot be precisely determined, but would
appear to be within a few minutes Of' 0550 L'TC. This
should be compared to the predicted time QJt closest
approach or" about 0551:35 tor the observer's location.
ljiscussium With a magnitude variation as slizht as
that detecwd here, one can question whether any ciange
actually occurred. However, Uie technique ot continuous
observing allowed ample time to carehilly consider
magnitudes arxi Uie possibility ot" illusion. Using comparison stars both dimmer than and brighter than the index
star would have been better. but the comparison stars
available were quite gcxxi for this pankular observation.
The low standard error ot" measurement is consistent with
this fortunate proximity of" closely matched comparison
stars. The perceived change in magnitude occurred at
the correct time to correspond to the predicted appuise.
The running median, the comparison of the standard
error with die amplitude ot the perceived variation at the
time ot the event. and the Wilcoxon test for pair differences all suggest that the variation in magnitude is real.
It is thus likely that the observed magnitude variation was
indeed caused by die obscuration of the star's light by the
comet's coma.
It is common for a bright comet to pass close enoueh
to a Unt sar that its coma or tail will pass in front ot" ae
star. At such times, visual estimation of changes in the
star's magnitude is hampered by the effect that the
surrounding nebulosity has on the estimate. The present
observation was not so hampered, because the comet was
too faint to be seen.
The images of Halley's comet taken by the Giotto
spacecraft reveal that the gas and dust released from the
comet emanate Hom active areas of the surface. rather
than Hom the entire surface of the comet (Whipple.
S&T, 73 (3), pp 242-245. March, 1987). Digitallyprocessed, high-conrast telescopic images of comets

reveal the comae to have spoke-like radial features
consistent with stre:ims ot" material being emitted Hom
active regions on the surface ot the nucleus rather than
tom the entire surface ot" the nucleus (Bome. S&T. %
(I), pp 107-109.July, 1993). The biphasic dimming in
the appuise reported here could have been the result Qt"
the obscuration ot the star's light by two successive
sueams of material in the coma ot the passine comet. It
so, the character ot" this distant comet may U much like
that ot" brighter comets that have been observed nearer to
the Sun.
It is possible that himre observations ot appuises made
by Mis and odier distant comets may prove to be interesting. Magnicucie measurements made using CCD's would
have gremcr validity and reliability than visual observations such as reported here.

HOW TO OBSERVE 300 GRAZING
OCCULTATIOXS WITHOUT HARDLY TRYING
Harold Povenmire
In 1963. S&T published a map showing where 'he
paUi or" Ute grazing occultauons ot the star C Tauri would
lte visible. I noticed that the path would pass verv close
to the Perkins Observatory near Delaware, Ohio. "On the
evening ot October 8. I went there and set up to observe
this event. I saw the star appear to approach the edge Of"
the Moon. hang there many seconds and then move
away. I had just observed a MISS. If I had been a
quarter ot a mile tMiher south. I would have seen the star
disappear and reappear behind the lunar mountains. I
was disappointed but fascinated by the event and hoped
to see other events in the riuture.
In late December 1966. I was visiting the Sacramento
Valley Astronomical Society. Several or" their members
mentioned that there were going to be two grazes un
December 18 and 20. I observed the first one, but the
poor recording equipment prevented gemng any gcxxi
data. I spent the next day learning how to"iay out the
predicted limit from the predictions. I also observed the
second graze, but still did not have good recording
equipment. so the data were only of marginal value. By
Mis time, I was hooked on grazes. The graze predictions
were the product of an astronomy graduate student,
David Dunham, who was sending them to interested
observers.
My next goal was to set up and lead an expedition tor
a favorable graze. This came on August 25, 1967. We
set up our equipment along the railroad tracks in Danville. California just before dawn. We made about 30
timings as ihe star disappeared and reappeared behind the
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lunar mountains. After seeing the results, I went around
to the other asuonomical societies and gave lectures to
recruit more observers.
Oniv a few grazes occur in an am each year. If you
ue o&rving grazes. you have two choices: stay close to
home and hope tor clear skies tor those tew events or
travel to where die other grazes are. Soon it was routine
for us to pack ihree or four cars with observers and telesoopes and take otif for a graze 300 miles away to watch
a star dance in and out ot the lunar mountains tor three
minutes.
Our next chance came on September 30, 1967. A
favorable graze or" a 6.7-magnitude ZC 1436 was predicted to pass :O miles south ot San Jose. California.
However. that area usually had fog and clouds otif the
Pacific Ocean at that time ot" the morning. I convinced
other observers to drive out into the tlat counu"v east ot"
the mountains to get better weather near .Uenciota,
California. a ISO mile drive one way. The team decided
that it was worth it and a large caravan made the trip.
The skies were clear and we had observers set up tOr
a mile :tcross the predicted limit. Nothing could go
wrong. J&RCL!1G: About half ot the observers had a
MISS due to a bad star position. The go® news is that
we discovered that the star was a previously unknown
binary and that we had very accuratelv determined the
protik or" the northern limb or' the Noon. We 3lso
obtaimi about 49 timings which put us in the number an
place in the top ten best observed grazes.
We were still bragging three weeks later when the
Sanra Barbara. California graze team observed a very
dvorabk graze and pushed us into eleventh place. Such
is lite.
Shortly aPter this. I returned to Ohio to finish a
Master's Degree. I had been informed that there was a
"cry spectacular graze or" Antares with a crescent Mcxm
predicted for January 25, 1968 through central Ohio. I
did not get overly excited because winters in Ohio usually
mean weeks ot" cloudy weather. The altitude or" this
graze was also very low at mv location. but more favorable around Washington, ijC where there was a large
gaze team. This graze also occurred on the morning ot
the day aPter final exams. I had three exams scheciujed.
so I ccuidn't really think about much else.
I laid out U)c graze path near Fairmont, West Virginia
several weeks bet"ore the graze. but then put it out of my
mind The day ot"fira1 exams came and a cold front had
pushed Uirough leaving clear skies and temperatures near
zero. My area was clear and the Washington DC area
was totally clouded. This meant that David Dunham and
his team would be joining my little team.
We observed the spectacular graze and saw a new
phenomenon, the spectacular 7-10 second dimming ot" the

giant red star. This is caused by the lunar limb slowly
cutUng into the large angular diameter of the star. We
also timed manv events involving the secondary star.
On June 10 1968. I was scheduled to receive my
Master's Degree. The only problem was that there was
another graze ot Antares near Washington, DC at the
mine time. I did the only reasonable thing: I skipped the
ceremony, assembled a small team, and headed tor
USNO.
We saw the graze arxi I headed for Cape Canaveral to
work on Project Apdlo. This allowed me to chase
grazes up and down Florida and Georgia. On November
16. 1968 aPter driving all night through the rain. we
attempted a marginal graze in the morning twilight near
Indiantown, Florida. The weather cleared and the
magnitude 7.6 sar disappeared early. Shortly thereaMr.
I noticed a tiny speck ot" light grazing along the earthshine. We had just discovered that the star Z 1 1685
(SAO 138613) was a previously unknown binary.
The naUonal goal ot" lan(jing a man on the Moon was
going id be auempred in July, l%9. This meant massive
fayotit"s at the Cape and I was surely going to be one or"
them. I went to L'SNO to work tOr a month to learn
about the observatory and its work. and to reduce some
of the graze observations that had been made. I was
already in the Washington DC area when Apollo ll
landed on the Sea ot Tranquilitv on July 20, 1969.
One Of" the jobs I did at uSno was to assist Peter
Espenschied. Joan Bixby, and Alan Wentink in reducing
northern-limit grazes. It was obvious to us that the
northern grazes were shilled in posicion angle around the
Moon by about 0:3. This is the same shiti that was
kmwn to occur widi grazes on the southern limb but was
then unknown on the northern limb. This discoverv
became a pan ot"a paper which was published in the AJ.
While at USNO, I saw a tabulation ot" the total
number ot" gazing occultations observed and the number
of scientificaUy valuable timings made. I found that I had
observed more grazes and made more timings than any
other observer. This had not necessarily been my goal.
but, rather, I wanted to be the most accurate grazing
occultation observer. However, atier seeing the numbers. I decided to keep the lead. If somebody else
wanted to lose more sleep, get more mosquito bites. buv
more gasoline arxi have a heart attack sooner than mvselt"
trying to break the record, I would accommodate them.
So tar, this has not happened.
On August 6, 1969, the waning crescent M(x)1) was
going to make a spectacular Pleiades passage. [ made the
trip to the vicinity of Kansas Citv, Missouri to join a local
group to observe a very tdvorab"le graze of 19 Tauri, better known as Taygeta.
On the graze line, the view was beautiful. Taygeta
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was a bluish gem with the bright earthshine Of' the Moon
moving up to it. As I saw the star disappear. I said to
myself "this was a long drive but it was worth it". On
the sixdi event, Taygeta reappeared but only with half the
brilliance. With an incredible surge ot adrenaline, I
realized that Taygeta was a binary. It was one thing to
find that a faint, undistinguished star was a new binarv,
but not a naked-eye star named in Biblical times. iNs
discovery was announced by the IAU telegram number
2168.
In the fU of 1969, I started teaching space science in
a junior high school in the Cape Canaveral area. This
gave me more opportunities to chase grazes and recruit
smart students to be graze observers. These were the
sons arid daughters of men who were working on Project
Apdlo: they were a superior group ot' young people.
In the tall ot" 1970, I learned that there would be a
spectacular graze ot" i Capricomi over the junior high
school on December 4, 1970. For five weeks. we
mobilized every Cape worker, amateur astronomer,
student. and anvone else who would listen and Bct a
~
telescope to be on. the tour mile long line we had painted
along the railroad racks ihrouQ Titusville. Florida. The
skies were clear and we made _235 accurate timings ot the
event. I was back on the top ten. but this time we were
Number One.
This record held for several years. On February 10.
1973, there was a favorable graze ot Merope across
Texas and die Florida Keys. I took my team to the Keys
and we made a good observation. Large expeditions in
Texas led by Paul Maley (Houston) and George Havsler
'\ustin) were very successhil. The combined numUr ot
rungs was slightly greater than that ot the l Capricomi
.ze.
In 1974, a fiiend who was in a sarcastic mood said to
me, "You have worked hard on your graze work, but
you don't even know what vdu know". I realized that he
was right. I did feel iike I had learned a lot about
observing techniques and equipment, but it was not
written down anywhere. When I realized this, I immediately went to the local drug store and brouUt a large
~
package of cheap typing paper. During the next 23 days,
I wrote the manuscript for the Graze Observer's Handbook. Once it was written, ] put it awav with no intention of publishing it. As events workeci out, it was
published the next year. The second edition followed
about five years latter and, together, several thousand
copies of them have been sold.
On early Sunday morning, September 6, I had a
favorable graze of 119 Tauri near Key Largo. I set up
along the fdmous Route 1 with the Atlantic Ocean on the
'" east and the Gulf ot" Mexico to my back. As I set up, I
noticed a "log" about 150 yards out in the Gulf. I

observed the graze intently and, when it was over, I
siiocd up to stretch. I noticed that the approximately 13toot "log" was gone, but, barely 40 feet from me, were
two eyes and two noscriis coasting in towards me without
causing even a ripple in the water. I also recognized this
very clearly to be the largest alligator I had ever seen.
My next memorv was of bolting out through the uahic
on Route 1 and"being quite shaken. I never saw the
alligator again. but [ have sincere doubts that he had good
intentions.
On March 14, 1988, a graze was predicted to occur
over Cocoa. Florida. There had been an aurora boredis
dite night before. When I turned on the WWV receiver,
there was only static. I looked careMly at the northern
sky arid mere was lX) sim oil any activiry. I walked back
to the car to get my teiescojje. When I turned around.
the whole northern sky exploded in a brilliant orange
aurora that finally went deep into the southern skv. We
observed the graze. The aurora was considered to "be one
ot" the top three ot" this century.
Another observation ot' special interest occurred on
September 16. 1991. There was a graze ot' the bright
star 15 1 G. Ophiuchi (ZC 2524) just south ot" Jacksonville, Florida. Several groups tirom around the state had
mentioned that they were going to try to observe this
graze. .As I drove toward the observing area. the skies
began to deteriorate and my expectations for clear
wearher were not high. At the site. the wind came oPt
the ocean, as the sun went down. and dramaticallv
cleared the clouds. The rwilight was still so strong ttuit
the star was not visible until seven minutes before the
first event occurred. After the star was in deep occujtation, I noted a faint companion riding along the earthshine. This previously unknown companion remained
visible for 119 seconds until the primary star reappeared
and fh»ded it out.
On July 4, 1994, there was a barely-favorable graze
of SAO 93376 over Ormond Beach, Florida. At the
mne Ume tropicM storm Albeno was moving up the west
coast of Florida. The skies stayed cloudy until a few
minutes before the first contact. The profile indicated
that odv about two events were likely to be observed.
When the graze was over, 18 events had been recorded
and the star is almost certainly a binary as indicated by
the multiple dimming events. It was also especially
memorable as this was my 3(XF successfiil grazing
occultation.
In all long-term observational endeavors like these.
there are interesting statistics. Below are some of the
more interesting ones.
1. By chasing grazes you can increase your chances
of success over ody attempting nearby, favorable events.
[ chase many marginal ones and over very long distances.
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Mv success rate is only sLightly above 50 percent. I have
ieci more successtiuj graze expeditions than anyone else.
I have also led more tdilure expeditions than anvone else.
In all, there have been more than 300 or" each.
2. The dimnce id the Moon is approximately 240.000
miles. The distance that has been driven to chase these
grazes is aMut 300,000 miles.
3. The combined magnitude Of" all the naked-eye stars
in bodi the nordiem and souhem hemispheres is approximately equal to 1024 first magnitude stars. The total
combined magnitude ot" ail recorded events From all
grazes that this team has reported is approximately the
same amount. When a team gets over 100 events by
observing a graze of a first magnitude star, it contribuws
3 signiiicant percentage ot" this total.
4. The expenses or" chasing grazes tor nearly 31 years
has been approximatelv SCO.OQO. I have otiten been
asked it' it was worth tile eti"ort. My answer is a very
tirm "T think so". It will probably depend on how
dt"ectiveiy these data are used in the 1iiture. Reaiistically, I have to admit that it I didn't spend the money on
grazes. I would have spent it on something else. perhaps
on something less productive.
5. I have ohen been asked it grazing occuitation work
is amateur or prot'essionai astronomy. 'vfv answer to this
is: "It is professional asuonomy which" is done by advanced amateurs". Does it matter it" a comet is discovered bv an amateur or protessional? The important tact
is that the comet was discovered.
6. What have been the results of this eh"ort'? Teams
[ have led have timed approximateiv L413 grazing
occultation events. In addition. about 1110 timings have
been made ot total occultations. solar eclipses. and
aseroidal occuitations. These have been reported to the
ILOC in Japan, David Dunham. and several agencies.
Another question that is often asked is "wUt factors
allowed us to achieve the long string ot" successtiil
observations". Here are some ot these tactors.
I. When I receive a batch ot" predictions, I go over
them carefiilly and select those events which I think
might be woD die etifOn. These I put on the calendar to
avoid social conflicts.
2. It is my firm belief that highly successiMi maior
graze expeditions don't "just happen". The difference
Getween a successtiil graze and a failure expedition is
caretiil planning. If the event is close to home, I make a
scouting field -trip to look tor trouble areas. This might
include trees, noise, mean or loose dogs. power lines,
map changes. or any other factors that might not be
evident from a topographic map.
3. Running out ot time is the most common source of
observation failure. As a team leader, I am always on
site more than an hour before the central graze to head

off problems. My equipment is always assembled and
checked 30 minutes before the First event.
4. Equipment Failure is the second-most common
source of observational failure. I aiwavs use two backup
tape recorders and two WWV Timekubes. Equipment
that works tine in vour air conditioned, nicely-lit Front
room does strange"things 200 miles away on a country
road at 4:30 AM. The success Me is know your equipment and have fresh batteries.
5. The strongest factor tor long-term success is the
abilitv to bounce back aher several discouraging ":1oudouts". It is very easy to "gmnad" at the sky and give up
trying for awhile and. theretore, lose a couple of" graze
opportunities. Only a person who has been there knows
the t"eeling ot driving home with a tape recorder tiilj or"
exciting events. Likewise, only the person who has been
Mere knows the t"eeLing ot" driving 300 miles to a graze on
a week night only to be clouded out. realizing that he
must drive back and work eight hours.
6. Weather is one factor which cannot be controlled
to a signiiicant degree. Mv atUtude is not to worry about
the weather. Often I don't even check the weather
forecast. In Florida. the cloud situation can change so
quicklv that a prediction is ot very little value. Deermine iiiat you will be on your station ready to observe
regardless ot the weather. You still may not get the
tzraze. but your chances are surorisinglv gooci. If vdu stav
at home you are assured ot' no success.
It is a new field arid always needs new people and new
ideas. Anyone who really tries can do the work. No
math or even an extensive knowledge ot asuonomv is
needed. The feeling oil success when you make a gixxj
observation. reduce the data. and properly report your
results is verv satisrving
[Ed. noue: Uoici ag ud a number ot interesting things
to sav on his many oMer observations which we hope will
be the basis tor a hiture article.]

PUBLISHER'S COMMENTS
Joan Bixby Dunham
This note gives a few comments on the production of
the ON.
This issue of ON is being produced with
WordPertCct 6.0a for Windows using a ZEOS 486 computer, and printed with a Hewlett Packard Laserjet IIIp
printer. Tony Murray now prints the ON, and added a
cover to give the newsletter a more polished appearance.
Homer DaBoll designed a two-column tormat tor the
ON in 1979, using the IBM Selectric Letter Gothic type
ball, which was then reduced by 84% in phot+oQset
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reprrxiuction. We have continued to use the two column
fbrmat Homer established, although we are using the CG
Times font, instead ot" the Letter Gothic font. Also, we
no longer med to reduce the newsletter originals, making
prcduction slightly Kster.
This issue was prcduced WordPehect 6.0a for
Windows (WPW6.(h). This editor has many powertiil
features that we do not use yet, such as the ability to
embed graphics in the text. We were considering
switching to anoiher word processor (such as Word ) due
to the great difficulltv we experienced with WPW6.0.
including a very ugh number of system crashes.
However, the (free!) update. version 6.0a, does seem to
have solved many of the problems. Other sotirware we
use for ON are Quatro Pro for WiMows and Fox Pro tor
WMOws. We occasionally resort to PCWrite. We can
receive information electronically, including faxes, t"or
inclusion in ON.
I have recently changed positions within CSC, and
now am working on the EOS project after many years ot
working on various contracts tor tlight dynamics support
at GSFC.
I now have an e-mail address,
joan@u1absgi.gt"sc.nasa.gov, as well as one through
CCmail:

Keene, Kaa8&0 ,
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I am currently using Eudora for my mail.
For those who want to exchange information
elecronically, we can read files Hom any version ot'
WordPertCct, aixi from all ot' die older versions of Word.
We have found that Word 6 and WordPertect 6 are
mutually exclusive: Neither recognizes the other's tile
format. I use Word 6 on ihe job, and tx)th Macintosh and
MS-DOS machines. If you send us a tile that is not
ASCII. let us know the software and version number that
created it, so we do not waste time trying different ways
to read it.
The computer firepower we now use, and the more
poweniil software that comes with it, has certainly eased
the job of preparing the ON. The major problem with
producing the ON is the same one it has always been:
Writing ankles for it. This is a distinctjv different
problem from taking newsletter input and" crafting a
smzzv (acoiaUy, in this case, rather staid) newsletter. If
you iiave something you want to say, please do not
hesitate. It does not have to be in a fancy word processor
or format. It can even be in pencil on ledger sheets.
AM I will be happy to help you polish your text it" you do
not feel secure in your "wordsmithing" skills.

R. ,
"ameon

2· V. Winter
3= C. McManuw & N. Rcu8
4· T. McNLamu8
5* R. W lido
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The Otrhams maintain the occultation information line at
301-474-4945.
Messages may also tjc left at that nuTDer.
hhen uxlates become availao(e for asteroidal occuLtarions
in the central U.S.A., the information can also be od"
tarned fran either 708-259-2376 (Chicago) or 713-488-6871
(Houston).

The International Occ'uttation Timing Association was
established to encourage am facilitate the ooservation of
occultations aM ectipses.
It provides predictions for
gmzing occultations of sears bv the Noon am predictions
for eccultations of stars by asteroids aM pLanets, informtion en oCserving equipmnt aM techniques, aM reoorts
to the mrmrs of cmervations maae.
IOTA is a tax-ex~t
organization truer section 509(a)(2) of the (USA) Internal
Revenue Code, aM is incorporated in the state of Texas.

Observers from Eurooe am the British isles should join
IOTA/ES,
senaing OM 40.-to the account
iOTA/ES;
8arto(d-Knaust Strasse S; 0-30459 Hannover; Postgiro
Hannover 555 829 - 303: !3anK-coae-nLnDer
(Bamcteitzant) 250 100 30.
Full it. .. 3i|ip in IOTA/ES
inctuaes the stmplemenr for Eurooean ooservers (totat am
grazing occuLtations) ana minor planet occultation ciata,
inciuding Lastmnnute preaictions, men available.

The ON is the IOTA newsletter and is published acjproximtely 1Uur rimes a year.
It is also amilabte seoarate(y
to no
. U.rs.

The officers of IOTA are:
David Id. Dtmham
President
Executive vice President
paul Maley
Rocky Harper
Executive Secretary
Secrecary-Treasurer
Craig and Terri McManus
VP for Grazing 0ccu(tation Services
joe Senne
josem Carroll
VP for Planetary Qcc'n Services
VP for Ltmar Occultation Services
Valter Morgan
joan Bixby Dunnam
ON Editor
Hans-joachim 8oae
!0TA/European Section President
Ebernard 8remer
IOTA/ES Secretary
Alfons Gabel
IOTA/ES Treasurer
\jo(fgang 8eisker
10TA/ES Researcn & Devetoanent
Ebernara Rieaet
!0TA/ES Public Relations

The addresses for !0TA/ES are:
Hans-joacriim Bode
Eberhard Breaner
Ginsterweg 14
8artold-knaust-Str. 3
0-59229 Ahten 4 (Do(berg) 0-30459 Hannover 91
Germanv
Germanv
Telepnones (49- for Germany, or 0- within Germany)
-511-424696
-2388-3658
-511-233112
Fax -2381-36770

ON Editor:

Addresses, menrersnio arU sLmscription rates, and information on mere to write for preaictions are fotmd on the
front page.

Mouna Cit ".",

joan Bixby Dunnam
7006 Megan Lane
Greentmt, Marvtana 20770-3012
'J. S. A.

e-mail:

joaMWaosgi.gsfc.nasa.gov
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Dr. Riedel, Munich, detected a duplicate in the XZ94 c&t&loq.
I chocked the c&t&log again and detected 14 further duplic&te8.
Two of them were alreMy contUned in the XZ80.
when I created the XZ94, T thought it would be better to let a
pomible duplicate in the c&t&log imtead ot 1ooMmq a poggible
prediction. Now T am not in the Utuation that the 1995 predictiom
mugt be tinighed, and I have more time to check for duplicate
entries. It 18 & time corwuming procegg and mugt be done m&nu&lly.
To qiv0 you an idem how much t:lino it takem the checking of the
15 gt&r8 took more thm 4 hourm E&ch gt&r mugt be identified in
the different 8ource c&t&logg (XZ80, PPM, ZZ, AGK3, ACRS, Lick
Voy&qer, j c&t&loq, ZC,...), coordin&te8 of the candidateg mugt
be comWred. and &nd and... Pleme, keep in mind th&t I did thi8
job for all critiml c&8c8 in my combined catalog covering the
whole 8kV. Thig c&tUoq cont&ing about 514000 gt&rg. when adding
the different 8otirce c&taloqg I had to check the following number
of

critic&l c8bc9 (&pprox.):
150 - Lick Voy&ger
700 - ACRS (1"2)
1400 - David Dunh&m'g Combined Cat&loq
(A program recognized more th&n
autom&tic&lly!)

23000

Thig 1Amt in incomplete. T a18o added:
ZC, XZ80N, ZZ, L, K, j, C, B+t'f, E, Q, AGK3,
PPM (North, South, 90000 Starg Supplement),
Plei&deg, IHM
Then I 8orted my
duplic&teg ming

After thege checkingg
- take all XZ80 gtarg
- take Ul ZC Btarg
~ t&ke all 8t&r8 with
&round the ecliptic

the

18

to be

&

li8t

of

deleted

16468

16756

32922

(verUon 1990), GC,
+ Extemion, Perth 70.

the

David'g Combined Catalog and
from the C, j, B+6Q. E, &nd Q

XZ95

proper

XZ95A contMned 53900 gtar8
that thege will bo the 1&8t

Her0

SAO
FK5

combined ceitaloq by R.A. and looked tor
an editor. Thig procedure took 10 dajrm

3 hourg per day. when adding
8tar8 without proper motions
I did it tor & Becond time.

XZ

duplic&teg

XZ

created

motiong

in

a

approx., XZ94C
deletionm

deleted

v&lid

w&9

XZ95
Bt&r

16469

by

the

gtrip

15

pomible
at le&gt
all
c&taloq,

following

algorithm:

+/-

7

degreeg

leg8.

I

do not

believe

gtarg:
remark

duplicate in the XZ80
copy of ZZ 21920
BD +10 2325 jg wrong
it mugt be BD +10 2225
duplicate in the XZ80
BD +2 2891 18 wrong
it mugt be BD +2 2391
the B c&t&log referenced
an XZ Bt8F &lre&dy deleted
in the XZ80 ("moved to the
gouth pole")

16755

2930
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33611
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vmlid XZ gt&r
33612

-

33806
33949
34012

9017
33950
12009

34078

13342

34897

18179

34853
34875
34891

18185
18208
18224

47858
48663

28110
28462

53999

32159'

duplicate in the bick Voyaaer
cataloq
'detected by Dr. Riedel
XZ 34078 m P70 9403 = SRS 41979
duplimte in D&vid'g Comb. C&t.
record 178530 deleted
record 178532 retained

V

>

'

remark
no duplicate, 2 8t&rg
'
XZ 33611 m AGK3 +29 484 m
BD +28 679
XZ 33612 W BD +28 679
wrong: XZ 33611 * ZZ 7595
correct: XZ 33612 W ZZ 7595
comequence: coordin&teg of
XZ 33611 were wrong
but: no proper motiom exigt
consequently the gt&r 'w&8
rmooved from the XZ
duplicate in the C mtaloa

m

duplicate in David'g Comb. CRt.
record 178975 deleted
record 178974 retained
XZ 47858 = P70 21422 * SRS 16002
duplimte in DavidW Comb. Cat.
record 321869 deleted
record 321871 retained
duplicate in the ACRS
XZ 53999 = ACRS 249989
XZ 32159 m ACRS 249990
ACRS 249990 wa9 removed
get: XZ' 53999 - ACRS 249990
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The XZ94 w&9 med for the 1995 predictionm Occultatiom can occur
for 5 of the &bove 15 gtarg in 1995:
XZ 16756:

j&n 20, Feb 17. Mar 16, Apr 12. May 10.
jul 31, Auq 27. Sep 23, Oct 21, Nov 17.
PIe&ge, uge predictiorw tor XZ 16755 ingte&d.

jun 6, jul 3,
Dec 14

XZ 32922:

Auq 16,

t

Mar 5, Apr 2, Apr 29, May 26, jun 22, jul 20.
Sep 12, Oct 10, Nov 6, Dec 3, Dec 30
PIeage, use predictiong tor XZ 2930 imtead.

,
q

XZ 33949:

jan 16, Feb 12. Mar 12, Apr 8, May 5, ju'j 2, jun 29,
jul 26, Aug 22. Sep 19. oct 16. Nov 12, Cec 10
Please, use predictiom for XZ 33950 in8te&d.

Z 1 -.3E.;":?\'
q

, P-

"

P±
.....................
4 :·

0

..

XZ 34078:

jan 18, Feb 14. Mar 13. Apr 4, M&y 7, jun 3. jun 30, jul 28, Aug 24, Sep 20, oct 18. Nov 14, D3c 11
Pleme. u9c Dredictiong tor XZ 13342 ingte&d.
i
XZ 47858: jan 2, jan 30, Feb 26, Mar 25, Apr 22, May 19, jun 15,
jul 13, Aug 9, Sep 6, oct 3, Oct 30, Nov 26, Dec 44
Pleme. use predictiong for XZ 28110 imtead.
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A pemonU remark:
sorry,

but nobody' is perfect.

Althouqh I hM & lot of trouble with really all cat&loq8 I got
from David, now r do know what it me&n8 to compile a c&taloq and
check it for duplicatem An 80 - 20 rule holdm 80 percent of the
gtar3 will be identified in 20 percent ot the whole time of the
project. but the remaining 20 percent t3ke 80 percent ot the time.
You ghouid not forget that David and I did this job be8ide our
dayly work.
Yet another number.
on the annual meeting of IOTA/ES Mr. Bode mentioned that my cromreterencinq took geveral thoumnd hourg of computim time. one
pergon could not believe it.
r wrote down the gtartinq and endina timer ot all my rurw a8 well a8
the &cceggeg to the h&rddigk. Until Auqum. 1994 r had an 386SX20
procemor with a co-proceg8or. From januamr 1993 until Auqmt 1994
the crom-reterencinq took 3449 hourg ot cjmputinq time. There were
timem when my PC ran more than 3 montM wIthout beinq powered off.
Can you imaaine it?
In Auaugt 1994 T replaced my motherboad and mV harddisk controller.
Since that time I have an 486DX2-66 procc8scr. VESA local bum a c&che
controller with 4 MB cache, and 4 (I) harddiskq totUlit.q 1100 MB.
This new contiquration jg gix times f&gter thwn the old nne. I med
thig incream ot gpeed to add the 90000 Starg SuDplement of the PPM,
David> Combined Cataloa (J73000 gtarg, 24 hourg CPU time), SAO (1990).
and GC. Then I reloaded my combined cataloa (514000 gtar7. 110 hour3).
Alltogether it took another 241 hourm But keep in mind: it would
have taken more then 1440 hour3 with my oLd contiquration. How much
13 it? well, one day hag 24 hourm one week 168 hourm...
But you also have to add my personal hours, when I had to check
the critical c&3eg and duplicatem Thig time jg not included in the
tot&l of 3700 hourm
Neverthelem, it wa8 an interegtinq job. r thank all pergor!g and
ingtitut8 who supplied me with cataloq8 and u3etul hintg and tipm
Special thankg to Dr. Bagtian and Dr. Roeger from ARI Heidelbera.
David Dunham. and Dr. Riedel who uged the remit of my work and
helped me to reduce the bum in it.

wolfqana Zimmermann
january 14. 1995
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In my last document I wrote that your predictions contain events for
duplicate stars. Now I must tell you that your predictions are incomplete.
The EVANS program makes a difference between the time of conjunction in
R.A. and the reference hour. The time of conjunction is the time, when
the center of the moon has the R.A. as the star. The reference hour is
the the nearest full hour to compute the Besselian elements.
If the time of conjunction is 05:17, the reference hour is 05, if the
time is 05:47, then the reference hour is 06.
And if the time is 23:47?
Well, that was the bug. My program created a correct BEFILE, but in a
format which cannot be read by the EVANS program. And the converter
program computed the proper reference hour (next day), but it must take
the same day and 24 as reference hour.
Sorry. It was not documented in the record description for the BEFILE.
It is not the only undocumented feature. 20 additional bugs, and the
documentation for the BEFILE will be complete!
Wolfgang Zimmermann
january 20, 1995
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